Q N E FACET OP POLITICAL DISCUSSION
in South Africa has become increasingly
obvious during the last year. This is the assumption by most white South Africans that it is no
longer possible to argue the merits of Separate
Development as a policy. The assumption that
apartheid is permanent and irrevocable, and that
there is now no other possible solution to our
problem is widespread. It is assumed that dialogue can only be on the extent of future partition, the sincerity of the government and the
morality or efficiency of the methods used in
carrying out these stated ends. This is not so.
A positive policy of integration offering justice
to all South Africans is perfectly practical and
can be advocated and defended on entirely rational grounds.
It seems that the average white South African
has been brainwashed by constant propaganda
into believing that we have gone too far along
the path of separate development ever to return.
In fact, South Africa has barely begun on ^he
course laid down in the Tomlinson report and it
is open to doubt whether there is any real sincerity of intention on the government's part to
implement this report.
It seems that the "separation" is only intended
to ensure that no African has any rights in any
"white" area, but a t the same time to make sure
that African labour is readily available for the
needs of "white" industry. "Development" in
the African areas proceeds a t a snail's pace.
There is no evidence of any true intent to make
these areas self-supporting and only a minimum
of window dressing has been done.
It has been announced that "Apartheid" is to
be taught in schools as part of the history curriculum. Apartheid is another name for separate
development and is the contemporary policy of
a political party; it should find no place in school
curricula. It is quite impossible to teach such a
policy dispassionately in our present situation
and time has not yet given us the necessary perspective to judge its success, or failure, or effect.
It is, in fact, not history! There can be no testing of historical truth in the teaching of present
political situations. At best, there can be intelligent speculation and argument, at worst, a
shocking misuse of our educational system which
becomes a vehicle for Nationalist party propaganda.
We are appalled at the prospect of further indoctrination of our children. It is even more
appalling that this latest erosion of the freedom
of thought will be accepted without question by
the great majority of white South Africans,
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